Carbon cycling in Santa Barbara Basin sediments: A modeling study
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ABSTRACT

The primary input of organic matter to almost all marine sediments comes from deposition at the sediment surface. However, in many continental margin settings, reduced carbon can also be added to sediments from below—for example, from “deep” geologic hydrocarbon reservoirs derived from ancient source rocks or from the decomposition of deeply buried gas hydrate deposits. To examine the impact of these two differing reduced carbon inputs on sediment biogeochemistry, a modified reaction-transport model for anoxic marine sediments is described here and applied to data from sediment cores in Santa Barbara Basin to a depth of 4.6 m. Excellent model fits yield results consistent with previous studies of Santa Barbara Basin and other continental margin sediments. These results indicate that authigenic carbonate precipitation in these sediments is not centered around the sulfate-methane transition zone (SMTZ), as is seen in many other sedimentary environments but occurs at shallower depths in the sediments and over a relatively broad depth range. Sulfate profiles are linear between the surface sediments (upper \(\sim 20\) cm) and the top of the SMTZ (\(\sim 105\) cm) giving the appearance of refractory particulate organic carbon (POC) burial and conservative sulfate behavior in this intermediate region. However, model results show that linear profiles may also occur when high rates of sulfate reduction occur near the sediment surface (as organoclastic sulfate reduction [oSR]) and in the SMTZ (largely as anaerobic oxidation of methane) with low, but nonzero, rates of oSR in-between. At the same time, linearity in the sulfate profile may also be related to downward pore-water advection by compaction and sedimentation plus a decrease with depth in sulfate diffusivity because of decreasing porosity. These model-determined rates of oSR and methanogenesis also result in a rate of POC loss that declines near-continuously in a logarithmic fashion over the entire sediment column studied. The results presented further here indicate the importance of a deep methane flux from below on sediment biogeochemistry in the shallower sediments, although the exact source of this methane flux is difficult to ascertain with the existing data.
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Table 1. Key biogeochemical processes occurring in Santa Barbara Basin sediments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Reaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Organoclastic sulfate reduction (oSR)</td>
<td>( \text{POC} + L_2 \text{SO}_4^{2-} \rightarrow \text{HCO}_3^- + L_2 \text{H}_2\text{S} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anaerobic oxidation of methane (AOM)</td>
<td>( \text{CH}_4 + \text{SO}_4^{2-} \rightarrow \text{HCO}_3^- + \text{HS}^- + \text{H}_2\text{O} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methanogenesis (methane production or MP)</td>
<td>( \text{POC} \rightarrow L_3 \text{CO}_2 + L_2 \text{CH}_4 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authigenic carbonate precipitation (ACP)</td>
<td>( \text{Ca}^{2+} + \text{CO}_3^{2-} \rightarrow \text{CaCO}_3 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( L_2 \) is either the ratio of the moles of sulfate reduced per mole of particulate organic carbon (POC) oxidized during oSR or the moles of methane produced per mole of POC oxidized during MP. \( L_3 \) is the ratio of the moles of dissolved inorganic carbon produced per mole of POC consumed during MP. For POC whose carbon oxidation state is \( \alpha \), \( L_2 = (4 - \alpha)/8 \) and \( L_3 = (4 + \alpha)/8 \) (Burdige 2006; Burdige and Komada 2011). For example, if \( \alpha = 0 \) (i.e., POC is \( \text{CH}_2\text{O} \)), then \( L_2 = L_3 = 1/2. \) In this study, we assume \( \alpha = 0.7 \) (Burdige 2006), giving \( L_2 = 0.59 \) and \( L_3 = 0.41 \). Also note that \( r_{\text{C:S}} \) equals \( 1/L_2 \).

1. Introduction

The primary input of organic matter to all marine sediments comes from deposition at the sediment surface, or, when sediments receive enough light, production by benthic algae. However, reduced carbon can also be added to sediments from below—from “deep” geologic hydrocarbon reservoirs derived from ancient source rocks or from the decomposition of deeply buried gas hydrate deposits. Such gas hydrate deposits are common in many continental margin settings (e.g., Bohrmann and Torres 2006), including, for example, Santa Monica Basin (SMB) (Hein et al. 2006; Normark, Piper, and Sliter 2006; Paull et al. 2008) and Santa Barbara Basin (SBB) (Hill, Kennett, and Spero 2004; Leifer et al. 2006). From the standpoint of sediment biogeochemistry, however, it is important to note that such a deep methane flux is uncoupled from contemporaneous surface organic carbon fluxes and in situ methanogenesis derived from surface carbon inputs and likely results in distinct geochemical signatures in the sediment pore waters (Burdige and Komada 2011).

In sediments with such deep methane sources, or those in which there is in situ methanogenesis, once sulfate concentrations approach zero, one observes a sulfate-methane transition zone (SMTZ), which represents a locus of anaerobic oxidation of methane (AOM; see Tables 1 and 2). Here, the downward flux of sulfate meets the upward flux of methane, and because of the associated production of bicarbonate by AOM, this interface is frequently a major site for authigenic carbonate precipitation (ACP; e.g., Reeburgh 2007). Microbial processes appear to be stimulated at the SMTZ (e.g., Parkes et al. 2005; Inagaki et al. 2006; Harrison et al. 2009), although the details of how this occurs are not well understood (also see Berelson et al. 2005).

In past work, we examined the impact of such deep methane fluxes on pore-water profiles in SMB sediments (Burdige and Komada 2011) and the relationship between these deep methane fluxes and upward fluxes of other remineralization end products such as dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) or ammonium (Burdige and Komada 2013). Here we extend our examination of these processes using an expanded version of the reaction-transport (RT)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$A$</td>
<td>Concentration of dissolved ammonium $^a$</td>
<td></td>
<td>mM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$ACP(z)$</td>
<td>The depth distribution of the rate of authigenic carbonate precipitation (ACP) (equation 10)</td>
<td></td>
<td>mM y$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Ca$</td>
<td>Concentration of dissolved Ca$^{2+}$</td>
<td></td>
<td>mM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_s^x$</td>
<td>Bulk sediment diffusion coefficient for species $x$ corrected for tortuosity, determined using the modified Weissberg equation (Boudreau 1997):</td>
<td></td>
<td>cm$^2$ y$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$D_s^x = \frac{D_s^{x^b}}{1 - 2\ln \phi}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_s^p$</td>
<td>Seawater, free solution diffusion coefficient for species $x$ $^c$</td>
<td></td>
<td>cm$^2$ y$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$DIC$</td>
<td>Concentration of DIC $^a$</td>
<td></td>
<td>mM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathfrak{I}$</td>
<td>A parameter that converts carbon concentrations in units of wt% C to mM and is given by</td>
<td></td>
<td>mM wt% C$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\mathfrak{I} = 10^{4} \cdot (\rho_{ds}/12)^{1 - \frac{\phi}{\phi}^b}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_S$</td>
<td>A function that inhibits the occurrence of methanogenesis when sulfate concentrations are above some threshold value (see Appendix) $^d$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_{sed}$</td>
<td>Mass accumulation rate to Santa Barbara Basin sediments $^e$</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>g cm$^{-2}$ y$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_i$</td>
<td>Concentration of metabolizable particulate organic carbon (POC) in fraction $i$ ($i = 1 - 3$) $^a$</td>
<td></td>
<td>wt% C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_{i}^o$</td>
<td>Concentration of metabolizable POC in fraction $i$ at the sediment surface ($i = 1 - 3$) $^d$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$J_{bx}$</td>
<td>The basal diffusive flux of solute $x$ $^d$</td>
<td></td>
<td>mmol m$^{-2}$ d$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_i$</td>
<td>First-order rate constant for $G_i$ degradation ($i = 1 - 3$) $^d$</td>
<td></td>
<td>y$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_{aom}$</td>
<td>Second-order rate constant for anaerobic oxidation of methane (AOM) $^d$</td>
<td></td>
<td>mM$^{-1}$ y$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_a$</td>
<td>AOM half-saturation constant (Dale et al. 2008)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>mM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_{in}$</td>
<td>A parameter that controls the steepness of the transition of $f_S$ from 0 to 1 around the sulfate concentration $S^*$ (equation A1) $^d$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_m$</td>
<td>Half-saturation constant for organoclastic sulfate reduction (oSR) (Burdige and Komada 2011)</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>mM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_n$</td>
<td>Dimensionless reversible ammonium adsorption coefficient (Mackin and Aller 1984)</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_2$</td>
<td>The ratio of sulfate reduced per mole of POC oxidized during oSR and moles of methane produced per mole of POC oxidized during methanogenesis $^i$</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
Table 2. (Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$L_3$</td>
<td>The ratio of the moles of DIC produced per mole of POC consumed during methanogenesis $^f$</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M$</td>
<td>Concentration of pore-water methane $^a$</td>
<td></td>
<td>mM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{max}$</td>
<td>The maximum rate of ACP $^g$</td>
<td></td>
<td>mM y$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r_{NCi}$</td>
<td>The nitrogen-to-carbon atomic ratio in the $i$th fraction of organic matter undergoing remineralization $^d$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s_{cp}$</td>
<td>The parameter defining the width of the Gaussian function for the depth distribution of ACP (equation 10) $^g$</td>
<td></td>
<td>cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S$</td>
<td>Concentration of pore-water sulfate $^a$</td>
<td></td>
<td>mM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S^*$</td>
<td>The sulfate concentration around which $f_S$ transitions from 0 to 1 (equation A1) $^d$</td>
<td></td>
<td>mM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$SMTZ$</td>
<td>Sulfate-methane transition zone</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$z$</td>
<td>Sediment depth (positive downward) $^b$</td>
<td></td>
<td>cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$z_{cp}$</td>
<td>The sediment depth of maximum ACP (equation 8) $^g$</td>
<td></td>
<td>cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v$</td>
<td>Pore-water advection $^b$</td>
<td></td>
<td>cm y$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\psi$</td>
<td>Sediment porosity (see equation 1) $^b$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\psi_o$</td>
<td>Porosity at the sediment-water interface (see equation 1)</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\psi_\infty$</td>
<td>Porosity at great depth in the sediments (see equation 1)</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\rho_{ds}$</td>
<td>Dry sediment density</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>g cm$^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega$</td>
<td>Sediment accumulation (burial) rate $^b$</td>
<td></td>
<td>cm y$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ Dependent variable.

$^b$ For these variables, a single value is not used because the variable changes either directly or indirectly with depth. In the latter case, for example, because porosity ($\psi$) varies with sediment depth, so does $z$ and the various $D_s$ values (because they are all a function of $\psi$).

$^c$ See Table 3.

$^d$ Adjustable fitting parameter in the organic matter/methane/sulfate/ammonium model.

$^e$ Based on a range of values reported in the literature determined with either sediment core or sediment trap results (Bruland et al. 1981; Schimmelmann, Lange, and Berger 1990; Reimers et al. 1996; Thunell 1998).

$^f$ See Table 1.

$^g$ Adjustable fitting parameter in the Ca$^{2+}$ model equation.

model that we used in these previous studies and apply this model to pore-water profiles of sulfate, methane, ammonium, and DIC from a series of multicores and gravity cores collected in SBB (Komada et al. 2016). Because these cores span a sediment depth of $\sim$4.5 m and represent $>2,000$ years of sediment deposition, we are able to quantitatively examine diagenetic processes in nearshore sediments on timescales that are longer than those generally examined in previous studies of these same sediments or other California Borderland basin sediments (e.g., Sholkovitz 1973; Jahnke 1990; Reimers et al. 1996; Prokopenko et al. 2006). The development here of this model is also part of our ongoing work linking the results of RT models of inorganic pore-water constituents to models of dissolved organic matter cycling in sediments (e.g., Komada et al. 2013).
2. Field site and methods

The pore-water data examined here were obtained from sediment cores collected in the SBB, one of the inner basins of the California Borderland (Emery 1960). Cores were collected from the center of the basin (34.223° N, 119.983° W; 590 m water depth) using a gravity corer and a multicorer onboard R/V Robert Gordon Sproul in August 2012, and R/V New Horizon in August 2013. Details about coring and pore-water collection and processing can be found in Komada et al. (2016). The water column below the SBB sill depth (475 m) is low in dissolved O₂ (Sholkovitz 1973), and bottom-water dissolved O₂ concentration at the time of our sampling was \( \sim 2 \mu \text{mol kg}^{-1} \) (Komada et al. 2016). As a result, the sediments in the central part of the basin are anoxic and varved (Soutar and Crill 1977; Reimers et al. 1990).

3. Field data

a. Data description

Because all of the data used here have been described previously (Komada et al. 2016), only a very brief description of the results is presented. The sulfate, methane, and DIC pore-water profiles indicate that sulfate reduction occurs in the upper \( \sim 125 \) cm of SBB sediments and methanogenesis occurs below this depth (Fig. 1). From these observations, we defined the 125 ± 20 cm depth interval as the SMTZ (Komada et al. 2016). Both the DIC and SO\(_4^{2-}\) profiles show curvature in the uppermost \( \sim 30 \) cm and in the SMTZ but were approximately linear in-between. The DIC profile also shows a distinct slope break across the SMTZ, which is likely because of a combination of an increased rate of DIC production in the SMTZ via AOM along with a decreased rate of DIC production (per mole of particulate organic carbon [POC] oxidized) in the deeper methanogenic sediments (Table 1). Total alkalinity pore-water profiles (data not shown here) also show a similar slope break across the SMTZ, likely for these same reasons. Concentrations of ammonium (Fig. 1) increased steadily with sediment depth, although unlike DIC, did not show a clear slope break across the SMTZ.

Methane concentrations are <1 mM above the SMTZ but increase sharply through this zone. Curvature in the methane profile through the SMTZ is consistent with the occurrence here of AOM (Reeburgh 2007). Pore-water Ca\(^{2+}\) concentrations decrease in an exponential-like fashion from the bottom-water value (\( \sim 10 \) nM) to \( \sim 4 \) mM in the SMTZ and then decrease slowly to \( \sim 3 \) mM by 4.5 m (Fig. 2). ACP controls the shape of this profile (see Section 4b).

b. Pore-water property-property plots

A property-property plot of DIC and sulfate concentrations (Fig. 3) can be used to examine both the stoichiometry of sulfate reduction (Burdige 2006) and other dynamics of carbon cycling in these sediments (Burdige and Komada 2011). Taken at face value, the slope of this plot predicts an apparent carbon-to-sulfate ratio (\( r_{C:S} \)) for organoclastic sulfate reduction
Figure 1. Depth profiles of pore-water sulfate, methane, dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC), and ammonium concentrations in Santa Barbara Basin sediments (data from Komada et al. 2016). In all panels, filled-in symbols are 2012 data, open symbols are 2013 data, and samples from each year represent data from several cores (multicores and gravity cores). In the left panel, sulfate symbols are triangles, whereas methane symbols are circles. In all three panels, the solid lines represent the best fit of the organic matter/methane/sulfate/ammonium (OMSN) model to the data (Section 4.c). The horizontal dashed lines here and in all other figures represent the upper and lower limits of the sulfate-methane transition zone (SMTZ) as defined in Komada et al. (2016).

Figure 2. Left panel: Depth profiles of pore-water Ca\(^{2+}\) concentrations in Santa Barbara Basin sediments (data from Komada et al. 2016). The solid line represents the best fit of the organic matter/methane/sulfate/ammonium (OMSN) model to the Ca\(^{2+}\) data (Section 4.b). Right panel: The best-fit depth profile of Ca\(^{2+}\) removal from these sediment pore waters (i.e., the function \(ACP(z)\) in equation 10). ACP, authigenic carbonate precipitation; SMTZ, sulfate-methane transition zone.
Figure 3. A DIC:sulfate pore-water property-property plot for cores collected in Santa Barbara Basin (data from Komada et al. 2016). Different symbols represent data from different years, and the “Δ” concentrations are relative to bottom-water values. The slope of the best-fit line through the data, $d(\Delta DIC)/d(\Delta \text{Sulfate})$, is used to calculate $r_{C:S}$ (carbon-to-sulfate ratio for organoclastic sulfate reduction) with

$$
\frac{d(\Delta DIC)}{d(\Delta \text{Sulfate})} = r_{C:S} \frac{D_s}{D_{DIC}}
$$

(Burdige 2006; Burdige and Komada 2011), where the two diffusion coefficients were taken from Table 3. Using these three quantities, the value of $r_{C:S}$ is 1.28 ± 0.04. The reported error is based on the slope of this line and assumed random errors in the diffusion coefficients. If we assume that there is a maximum ±2°C uncertainty in the bottom-water temperature at this site, this results in a 7% to 8% uncertainty in each diffusion coefficient based the temperature dependences of each $D$ value (Schulz and Zabel 2006). However, this actually results in a <1% uncertainty in the diffusion coefficient ratio used in the calculation of $r_{C:S}$ because of the covariance of the two diffusion coefficients (i.e., changes in both $D$’s are not independent of one another because of their common dependence on temperature). For DIC, we also assume that there is an additional 2.5% uncertainty in the DIC diffusion coefficient based on differences in the diffusion coefficients of the solutes that make up DIC (bicarbonate, carbonate, and aqueous CO$_2$) and a rough approximation of their contributions to the pore-water DIC pool (∼90%, 5%, and 5%, respectively; see, e.g., Komada et al. 2013). DIC, dissolved inorganic carbon.

(oSR) equal to 1.28 ± 0.04. If CH$_2$O organic matter (with a carbon oxidation state, $\alpha_x$, equal to zero) undergoes remineralization, the value of $r_{C:S}$ should be 2 (see Table 1), whereas if the organic matter undergoing remineralization is more reduced ($\alpha_x = -0.5$ to $-0.7$), this ratio will be lowered to 1.7 to 1.8. In many coastal and continental margin sediments (Jahnke 1990; Jørgensen and Parkes 2010; Burdige and Komada 2011), including those in SBB (Berelson et al. 2005), property-property plots yield apparent $r_{C:S}$ values that are lower than 2 (or even 1.7).
By itself, a value of \( r_{C:S} \) equal to \( \sim 1.3 \) would require the remineralization of extremely reduced POC by oSR, with a carbon oxidation state of \( -2.2 \), a value approaching that of long chain hydrocarbons. For sediments in which the organic matter being remineralized is supplied to the sediments primarily by deposition at the sediment surface, it is difficult to envision a situation in which such extremely reduced organic matter is added to the sediments in any significant amount.

Authigenic carbonate precipitation may explain some, but not all, of the observed discrepancy in this apparent \( r_{C:S} \) value (also see Section 5c), although as we have shown previously (Burdige and Komada 2011), we believe that an explanation of these observations in nearby SMB sediments involves a deep “external” source of methane (which has a carbon oxidation state of \( -4 \)) that is not directly coupled to present-day organic carbon deposition and burial and in situ methanogenesis. As in SMB sediments, the occurrence in SBB sediments of oSR with an \( r_{C:S} \) value of \( \sim 1.7 \) and AOM (driven by an external methane source) with an \( r_{C:S} \) value of 1 can result in intermediate values of \( r_{C:S} \) such as is seen in Figure 3. Consistent with this explanation, sediments in both SBB and SMB are known to be sites of methane gas deposits and gas hydrates (Hill, Kennett, and Spero 2004; Hein et al. 2006; Leifer et al. 2006; Normark, Piper, and Sliter 2006; Paull et al. 2008). The fact that we can think about such a deep methane source as being uncoupled from contemporaneous surface organic carbon fluxes and any associated in situ methanogenesis will also be important in the development of the model presented subsequently.

4. Description of the model

a. Equations and numerical solutions

The organic matter/methane/sulfate/ammonium (OMSN) model is a steady-state reaction-transport model for pore-water sulfate (\( S \)), DIC (\( DIC \)), methane (\( M \)), ammonium (\( A \)), calcium (\( Ca \)), and reactive POC (\( G \)). These and all variables used in the model equations are defined in Table 2. This model is based on a similar model presented in Burdige and Komada (2013), although there are four fundamental changes to the model presented here.

First, we assume there are three pools (rather than one pool) of reactive organic matter that undergo remineralization at different rates in the sediments. Second, this model explicitly accounts for authigenic carbonate precipitation in the sediments. Third, depth-dependent porosity is now included in model equations, in part to account for the impact of the steep porosity gradient near the sediment surface (because of sediment compaction) on solid phase POC profiles. Finally, model equations also explicitly account for pore-water advection because of sedimentation and compaction. In contrast to models that examine sediment depths less than \( \sim 1 \) m (typical of many early diagenesis studies), a Peclet number analysis of the relative importance of pore-water advection versus diffusion (Burdige 2006) indicates that pore-water advection in SBB sediments is of sufficient importance over the length of the current model domain (4.6 m) to be included in these calculations. Our porosity data (not shown here, but see Komada et al. 2016) were fit to an equation containing the sum of two exponential functions, yielding
where $\varphi_o$ (the porosity at the sediment-water interface) equals 0.99, and $\varphi_\infty$ (the asymptotic porosity at depth in the sediments) equals 0.78.

The model equations include the transport processes diffusion, sediment burial, and pore-water advection driven by sedimentation and compaction. The biogeochemical reactions included in the model are listed in Table 1. With the exception of ACP, the kinetic expressions used in the model for these processes have been described previously (Burdige and Komada 2013).

For each of the three $G_i$ fractions of solid phase POC, the model equations were

$$\frac{\partial G_i}{\partial t} = -\frac{1}{(1 - \varphi)} \frac{\partial}{\partial z} \left[ \omega(1 - \varphi)G_i - k_i G_i \frac{S}{K_m + S} - f_S k_i G_i \right] - f_S k_i G_i,$$

where the terms on the right side of equation (2) represent (in order) advection driven by sediment burial (sedimentation), oSR, and methanogenesis. Note that $f_S$ is a function that inhibits the occurrence of methanogenesis when sulfate concentrations are above some threshold value (see Appendix). These three $G_i$ fractions are a subset of the total sediment POC pool, which also includes a “refractory” component that is nonmetabolizable over the time and depth scale of the model domain.

For pore-water sulfate, the model equation is

$$\frac{\partial S}{\partial t} = \frac{1}{\varphi} \frac{\partial}{\partial z} \left( \varphi D_s \frac{\partial S}{\partial z} \right) - \frac{1}{\varphi} \frac{\partial}{\partial z} (\varphi v S) - \sum_{i=1}^{3} \frac{k_i L_2 \varphi G_i S}{K_m + S} - \frac{k_{aom} S M}{K_a + S},$$

where the terms on the right side of equation (3) represent diffusion, advection driven by sedimentation and compaction, and reaction terms for oSR (for 3 $G_i$ fractions) and AOM. Analogous diffusion and advection terms also appear in equations (4) to (6). For pore-water methane, we have

$$\frac{\partial M}{\partial t} = \frac{1}{\varphi} \frac{\partial}{\partial z} \left( \varphi D_s \frac{\partial M}{\partial z} \right) - \frac{1}{\varphi} \frac{\partial}{\partial z} (\varphi v M) + \sum_{i=1}^{3} f_S k_i G_i - \frac{k_{aom} S M}{K_a + S},$$

where the reaction terms are for methanogenesis (for 3 $G_i$ fractions) and AOM. For pore-water DIC, we have

$$\frac{\partial DIC}{\partial t} = \frac{1}{\varphi} \frac{\partial}{\partial z} \left( \varphi D_s \frac{\partial DIC}{\partial z} \right) - \frac{1}{\varphi} \frac{\partial}{\partial z} (\varphi v DIC) + \sum_{i=1}^{3} \frac{k_i \varphi G_i S}{K_m + S} + \sum_{i=1}^{3} f_S k_i G_i$$

$$+ \frac{k_{aom} S M}{K_a + S} - ACP(z),$$

where the reaction terms are for oSR and methanogenesis (for 3 $G_i$ fractions each), AOM, and ACP ($ACP(z)$; described in Section 4.b). For pore-water Ca$^{2+}$, the model equation is

$$\frac{\partial Ca}{\partial t} = \frac{1}{\varphi} \frac{\partial}{\partial z} \left( \varphi D_s \frac{\partial Ca}{\partial z} \right) - \frac{1}{\varphi} \frac{\partial}{\partial z} (\varphi v Ca) - ACP(z),$$

where the sole reaction term is ACP.
For ammonium, the inclusion of pore-water advection driven by sedimentation and compaction requires that we also include reversible ammonium adsorption in the pore-water ammonium RT equation. Inclusion of adsorption results in a slightly more complex equation as compared with the ones presented previously, and the derivation of this equation is presented in the Appendix.

To solve these equations, we chose to first expand the complex spatial derivatives in each equation. The spatial derivative in the \( G_i \) equations and the spatial derivative for the diffusive term in the pore-water equations were expanded as described previously (Burdige and Komada 2011; 2013). The spatial derivative for the advective term in the pore-water equations was expanded as described in Burdige (2006; equations 6.15–6.19). For a general solute \( C \),

\[
\frac{1}{\varphi} \frac{\partial}{\partial z} \left( v \varphi C \right) = \frac{\varphi_{\infty} \omega_{\infty}}{\varphi} \frac{\partial C}{\partial z} = \frac{W}{\varphi} \frac{\partial C}{\partial z},
\]

where

\[
W \equiv \varphi_{\infty} \omega_{\infty} = \frac{\varphi_{\infty} F_{sed}}{\rho_{ds} (1 - \varphi_{\infty})},
\]

Note the \( W/\varphi \) has units of sediment burial (e.g., cm \( y^{-1} \)).

After expansion of these derivatives, model equations were solved numerically using the Method-of-Lines technique with variable grid spacing (Schiesser 1991; Boudreau 1997; Burdige and Komada 2011). We used a fine grid spacing (\( \Delta z = 0.05 \) cm) near the sediment-water interface (0–0.5 cm) to better capture the details of the profiles in the near-surface sediments, gradually increased the grid spacing to 0.5 cm down to just below the SMTZ (~160 cm), and then further increased the grid spacing (to 9 cm) over the rest of the model domain (down to 4.6 m). A centered-finite-differencing scheme was used to approximate the first and second spatial derivatives in the solute equations (Boudreau 1997). In previous work (Burdige and Komada 2011), we used a backward differencing scheme to approximate the first spatial derivative in the solid (\( G_i \)) equations. However, here we have used a modified form of the centered-differencing leapfrog scheme (Boudreau 1997) that accounts for the variable grid spacing:

\[
\frac{\partial G}{\partial z} \bigg|_{z(i)} = \frac{G(i - 1) - G(i - 1)}{(\Delta z(i + 1) + \Delta z(i))},
\]

where \( \Delta z(i) = z(i) - z(i - 1) \). This approximation of these derivatives greatly improves the accuracy of the calculations.

With this approach, the model equations for the four pore-water solutes and three \( G_i \) fractions were transformed from seven space- and time-dependent partial differential equations into a set of time-dependent ordinary differential equations (ODEs) valid at each grid point of the model domain. The \( \text{Ca}^{2+} \) equations were first solved separately to determine \( ACP(z) \), which is used in the DIC equations. This was done by fitting the numerical solution
of equation (6) to the Ca$^{2+}$ pore-water data, as described in the next section. The set of the remaining coupled, nonlinear ODEs contains $\sim$1,000–3,000 equations (i.e., $n$ [typically 200–400] grid points over the model domain $\times$ 6 solutes and solids). This set of equations was solved to steady state in MATLAB using the integration package ode15s (note that a copy of the complete MATLAB script is available from the corresponding author).

In the integration package ode15s, the solver must determine the Jacobian matrix of the matrix of ODEs as part of the solution (Shampine and Reichelt 1997). The Jacobian matrix of this system of ODEs is a square matrix the size of the number of equations and therefore is quite large (up to $3,000 \times 3,000$ entries; see paragraph above). It is also generally very sparse, having $>95\%$ zero elements. Specifying the pattern of the Jacobian matrix in the MATLAB script (using the MATLAB function Jpattern) thus greatly speeds up the calculations. By specifying the pattern of this matrix, the solver only attempts to numerically estimate the value of an element in the matrix that is nonzero (for details also see MathWorks 2016a, 2016b).

b. Determination of ACP$(z)$ using pore-water Ca$^{2+}$ data

Pore-water profiles of Ca$^{2+}$ in SBB sediments determined here (Fig. 2) and in earlier studies (Sholkovitz 1973; Reimers et al. 1996; Berelson et al. 2005) all show decreases with sediment depth, which have been interpreted as being the result of ACP. Solubility calculations with our data (results not shown here) show that SBB sediments are supersaturated with respect to calcium carbonate over the entire model domain (0–4.6 m), consistent with calculations presented in Reimers et al. (1996), whose studies of surface SBB sediments (0–8 cm) show that these sediments become supersaturated with respect to calcite a few millimeters below the sediment-water interface.

In our work, rather than using a formal kinetic rate expression for ACP in the RT equation for Ca$^{2+}$ (e.g., Morse, Gledhill, and Millero 2003), we chose to assume that a Gaussian function could be used to define the depth distribution of ACP:

$$ACP(z) = R_{\text{max}}e^{-0.5[(z - z_{\text{cp}})/s_{\text{cp}}]^2}. \quad (10)$$

This formulation was based, in part, on studies of other sedimentary systems that have suggested that ACP may be focused around the SMTZ (i.e., here $z_{\text{cp}}$ would be close to the depth of the SMTZ) because of alkalinity production by AOM in this region (e.g., see discussions in Reeburgh 2007; Chatterjee et al. 2011).

With the inclusion of this mathematical formulation for ACP$(z)$ into equation (6), the numerical solution of the equation was fit to the Ca$^{2+}$ pore-water data by varying $R_{\text{max}}, z_{\text{CP}}, s_{\text{cp}},$ and $J_{\text{bc}}$ to minimize the error of the fit. This was done in MATLAB using the routine fminsearch. In this solution, the bottom-water Ca$^{2+}$ concentration was used as the boundary condition of the model equation at $z = 0$ cm (Table 3), and a flux boundary condition was used at the base of the model.
Table 3. Diffusion coefficients and bottom-water concentrations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solute</th>
<th>(D^o) ((cm^2\ y^{-1}))</th>
<th>(C^o) (mM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ca(^{2+})</td>
<td>134.2</td>
<td>10.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissolved inorganic carbon (HCO(_3))</td>
<td>192.1</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methane</td>
<td>275.2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NH(_4)(^+)</td>
<td>346.9</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO(_4)(^{2-})</td>
<td>180.3</td>
<td>26.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) Seawater, free solution diffusion coefficients at 5°C (bottom-water temperature). Taken from Schulz and Zabel (2006).

\(^b\) Except where noted, \(C^o\) is the average bottom-water concentration measured in hydrocast samples.

\(^c\) Assumed bottom-water value.

Table 4. Summary of fitting results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Best-fit value</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(G_{1}^o)</td>
<td>0.86 ± 0.16</td>
<td>wt%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(G_{2}^o)</td>
<td>0.64 ± 0.26</td>
<td>wt%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(G_{3}^o)</td>
<td>0.64 ± 0.07</td>
<td>wt%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(k_1)</td>
<td>0.54 ± 0.10</td>
<td>y(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(k_2)</td>
<td>0.17 ± 0.04</td>
<td>y(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(k_3)</td>
<td>2.5 ± 1.0 \times 10^{-3}</td>
<td>y(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(k_{aom})</td>
<td>4.98 ± 1.50</td>
<td>mM(^{-1})y(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(r_{NC1})</td>
<td>6.9 ± 0.9</td>
<td>mol mol(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(r_{NC2})</td>
<td>8.0 ± 1.1</td>
<td>mol mol(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(r_{NC3})</td>
<td>10.3 ± 1.4</td>
<td>mol mol(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(J_{lbM})</td>
<td>-0.243 ± 0.059</td>
<td>mmol m(^{-2}) d(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(J_{lbDIC})</td>
<td>-0.054 ± 0.016</td>
<td>mmol m(^{-2}) d(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(J_{lbA})</td>
<td>-0.062 ± 0.012</td>
<td>mmol m(^{-2}) d(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(K_{in})</td>
<td>0.20 ± 0.04</td>
<td>mM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S^*)</td>
<td>0.98 ± 0.16</td>
<td>mM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(R_{max})</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>mM y(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(z_{cp})</td>
<td>41.4</td>
<td>cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(s_{cp})</td>
<td>84.7</td>
<td>cm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All errors are 1 standard deviation. See Table 2 for definitions of parameters.

The resulting best-fit to the Ca\(^{2+}\) pore-water data and the associated depth distribution of \(ACP(z)\) are shown in Figure 2. Table 4 contains the best-fit parameters. Here, we see that instead of ACP being narrowly focused around the SMTZ, the process is broadly centered at \(~60\) cm above the SMTZ \((z_{cp} = 41\) cm), roughly in the region where the Ca\(^{2+}\) pore-water gradient is the steepest.

An attempt was also made to fit the Ca\(^{2+}\) data by assuming that the function \(ACP(z)\) could be defined as a series of equally spaced regions between 0 and 300 cm, each with a constant (but possibly different) rate of carbonate precipitation. When \(ACP(z)\) consisted of five such
regions, this yielded a Ca^{2+} profile that was indistinguishable from the one in Figure 2, and an ACP(z) depth profile whose general shape was similar to that of the best-fit Gaussian curve in this figure. Both approaches also resulted in essentially the same depth-integrated rate of ACP (0.22 and 0.21 mmol m^{-2} d^{-1} for the Gaussian and step functions, respectively). Attempts to better define a step function distribution of ACP(z) using a larger number of narrower depth zones resulted in what appeared to be an unrealistic depth distribution of this function (i.e., alternating very high and very negative or near-zero rates of carbonate precipitation).

c. Fitting the OMSN model to the pore-water data

Using this depth distribution of ACP(z), the OMSN model was fit to the pore-water profiles of methane, sulfate, DIC, and ammonium as follows. Known bottom-water concentrations were used as the upper boundary condition of the model equations at z = 0 cm (Table 3), and a flux boundary condition was used at the base of the model. For methane, DIC, and ammonium, these diffusive fluxes were used as adjustable parameters in the fitting process, whereas for sulfate this flux was assumed to be equal to zero.

In fitting the methane data with the OMSN model, we also note that almost all of the in situ pore-water methane concentrations below the SMTZ exceed saturation values at 1 atm. As a result, methane degassing during core processing and sampling can lead to measured concentrations being lower than their in situ values (e.g., Lapham et al. 2010). Based on arguments presented in Komada et al. (2016), the methane data we used in our fitting (Fig. 1) represent a subset of all our measured methane concentrations (mostly values from sediment depths above 200 cm) that we believe are least affected by degassing.

The numerical solution of the OMSN model equations was then fit to the sulfate, ammonium, DIC, and methane pore-water data by varying $S^*$ and $K_{in}$ (from the expression for $f_S$; see equation A1), along with $k_{aom}$, $J_{lbM}$, $J_{lbDIC}$, and $J_{lbA}$, plus the three values each of $k_i$, $G_{io}$, and $r_{NCi}$ (15 fitting parameters in total; see Table 4). The best fit of the model to the depth profiles of all four solutes was obtained by varying these fitting parameters to minimize the average of the four errors ($1 - r^2$) for each fit (referred to here as err). This was carried out in MATLAB using the routine *lsqnonlin*.

Given the large number of fitting parameters in the model, it was important to ensure that the fitting process found a global (vs. local) minimum value of err. This was carried out using a Monte Carlo approach, which also allowed us to estimate the uncertainty of the fitting parameters in Table 4. Beginning with a set of values for these fitting parameters that resulted in a reasonable (eyeball) fit to the data, each of these values was randomly varied by up to ±50%, and they were then used as a set of starting values in *lsqnonlin* to obtain a new set of best-fit values for the fitting parameters. This entire process was repeated >50 times. Except for an occasional fit that failed to converge to a stable solution, all other fits converged to stable solutions with a value of err that was less than 0.05 (roughly equivalent to an average $r^2$ value of 0.95 for the fits to the four profiles).
Figure 4. Left panel: Depth profile of solid phase particulate organic carbon (POC) concentrations in Santa Barbara Basin sediments. Black circles are 2012 and 2013 data from Komada et al. (2016), whereas open circles are from cores collected in 1988 (Reimers et al. 1996). Also shown here are depth profiles of the best-fit, model-determined reactive POC concentrations \( \sum G_m = G_1 + G_2 + G_3 \) with 2.7 wt% C arbitrarily added to the model results. As discussed in Section 5, this may represent organic carbon that is nonmetabolizable over the depth scale of this profile. Also note that the model results shown here were not generated by fitting the organic matter/methane/sulfate/ammonium (OMSN) model to the POC data but were independently calculated with best-fit results from the fit of the OMSN model to the pore-water data listed in Table 4.

Right panel: Model-determined concentrations of reactive organic carbon in the \( G_1 \), \( G_2 \), and \( G_3 \) fractions based on results from the OMSN model fit (Section 4c).

5. Discussion

The results in Table 4 represent averages and \( \pm 1 \) standard deviation (\( \sigma \)) of the fitting parameters from fits that satisfied the criteria described previously. Values in this table gave very good fits to all of the data (Fig. 1); the \( r^2 \) values for the sulfate, DIC, ammonium, and methane fits were 0.990, 0.976, 0.953, and 0.962, respectively.

As a further test of the OMSN model results, we took the model-derived depth profiles of reactive organic matter (i.e., the sum of the three \( G_i \) fractions \( = \sum G_m \)) and compared them with our measured POC values (Komada et al. 2016) and those in Reimers et al. (1996). We see (Fig. 4) that if \( \sim 2.7 \) wt% C is added to the values of \( \sum G_m \)—and we think of this as organic carbon that is nonmetabolizable over the depth scale of this profile—then this model-derived POC profile is remarkably consistent with the data. Note that this result was not obtained by fitting the OMSN model to the POC data but was obtained after the fact using parameters derived from independently fitting the model to the inorganic pore-water depth profiles. The organic carbon content of sinking particles in SBB ranges from \( \sim 3 \) to...
7 wt% C (Thunell 1998), which also agrees well with the measured and modeled surface sediment POC concentrations in Figure 4.

The values of $r_{CN1}$ and $r_{CN2}$ are both between $\sim 7$ and 8 (Table 4) and are consistent with a marine source for the $G_1$ and $G_2$ organic matter fractions. They are in general agreement with values of the C:N ratio of organic matter in sinking particles in the basin (range = 7–8.5; Thunell 1998). Prokopenko et al. (2006) similarly concluded that marine organic matter dominates the organic matter undergoing remineralization in SBB sediments, based on pore-water concentration property-property plots and studies of $\delta^{15}$N of pore-water ammonium. The model-derived $G_3$ organic matter fraction has a higher C:N ratio ($r_{CN3} \sim 10$) than the other two fractions. One possible explanation for the source of this material is lateral downslope transport of preaged (and partially degraded) marine organic matter (Hwang, Druffel, and Komada 2005; Mollenhauer and Eglinton 2007).

a. Organic matter remineralization rate constants

The $k_i$ values obtained here (Table 4) are within the range of values observed in other continental margin sediments (Middelburg 1989; Boudreau 1997; Arndt et al. 2013), including those that we have determined for SMB sediments (Komada et al. 2013). When we directly compare SMB and SBB $k_i$ values, we see that $k_1$ in SBB sediments ($\sim 0.4$–0.6 $y^{-1}$) is much larger than $k_1$ in SMB sediments (0.02–0.1 $y^{-1}$), although $k_1$ in SMB sediments is more similar to $k_2$ in SBB sediments (0.1–0.2 $y^{-1}$). In addition, $k_2$ in SMB sediments and $k_3$ in SBB sediments are both similar in magnitude (0.004–0.07 $y^{-1}$ and 0.001–0.003 $y^{-1}$, respectively). The faster sedimentation rate in SBB versus SMB (0.1 vs. 0.013 g cm$^{-2}$ $y^{-1}$; see Table 2 and Christensen et al. 1994), may allow us to better “see” the degradation of a more reactive type of organic matter in SBB sediments. There may also simply be a greater input of more reactive organic matter to these sediments. These observations also point out that a comparison of organic matter reactivity in different sediments is very much a function of the timescales of the observations (e.g., Hedges and Keil 1995; Burdige 2006). From the perspective of the power law for organic matter reactivity (Middelburg 1989), it indicates that the bulk reactivity of sediment organic matter scales inversely with the age of the organic matter.

Such differences among degradation rate constant values have also been examined in terms of how these values vary as a function of “global” parameters such as water depth, sedimentation rate, or organic matter flux to the sediments (for a recent review see Arndt et al. 2013). Other formulations allow for these $k$ values (i.e., POC reactivity) to be viewed as a continuous function of the age of the material and, therefore, depth in a sediment column (Middelburg 1989; Boudreau and Ruddick 1991). However, given our interest in linking the results of modeling studies such as this one to models of dissolved organic matter cycling in sediments (Komada et al. 2013), we find it more straightforward to use a multi-$G$ approach (Westrich and Berner 1984; Burdige 1991) to parameterize the changing properties (e.g., isotopic or chemical composition) of sediment organic matter undergoing remineralization beyond its bulk reactivity.
Table 5. Depth-integrated rates of organoclastic sulfate reduction \((DI-oSR)\)\(^a\), anaerobic oxidation of methane \((DI-AOM)\)\(^a\), methane production \((DI-MP)\)\(^a\), and authigenic carbonate precipitation \((DI-ACP)\)\(^b\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Depth range (cm)</th>
<th>(DI-oSR)</th>
<th>(DI-AOM)</th>
<th>(DI-MP)</th>
<th>(DI-ACP)</th>
<th>Sulfate flux</th>
<th>Methane flux</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0–40</td>
<td>2.13 (86%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.06 (27%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40–105</td>
<td>0.28 (11%)</td>
<td>0.04 (8%)</td>
<td>0.09 (41%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105–145 (SMTZ)</td>
<td>0.06 (3%)</td>
<td>0.47 (91%)</td>
<td>0.08 (21%)</td>
<td>0.04 (16%)</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;145</td>
<td>&lt;0.01 (1%)</td>
<td>0.30 (79%)</td>
<td>0.03 (15%)</td>
<td>0.22 (100%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>2.48 (100%)</td>
<td>0.51 (100%)</td>
<td>0.38 (100%)</td>
<td>0.22 (100%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) \(DI-oSR\) has units of mmol S m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\), and \(DI-MP\) has units of mmol CH\(_4\) m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\). Given the stoichiometry of AOM, the value here of \(DI-AOM\) is the same with either set of units. As discussed in the text (Section 4a), the rates of oSR, AOM, and MP are expressed as follows:

\[
oSR = \sum_{i=1}^{3} \frac{k_i L_2 \varepsilon_i G_i S}{K_m + S},\]

\[
AOM = \frac{k_m S M}{K_a + S},\]

\[
MP = \sum_{i=1}^{3} f s_k i L_2 \varepsilon_i G_i,
\]

with units of mM y\(^{-1}\). Using the organic matter/methane/sulfate/ammonium model–derived best-fit depth profiles of \(G_i\)\((i = 1 – 3;\) see Fig. 4), sulfate (\(S;\) see Fig. 1), and methane (\(M;\) see Fig. 1), depth profiles of these rates were determined (see Fig. 5), multiplied by \(\psi\) (see equation 1), and then depth-integrated (by trapezoidal approximations) for each of the depth ranges.

\(^b\) \(DI-ACP\) has units of mmol Ca m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\) or mmol C m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\). The rate of ACP is given by equation (10), and using the model-derived values in Table 4, depth profiles of this rate were determined (see Fig. 2), multiplied by \(\psi\), and then depth-integrated (by trapezoidal approximations) for each of the depth ranges.

\(^c\) The ratio of the downward sulfate flux into the sulfate-methane transition zone (SMTZ) to the upward methane flux into the SMTZ. The sulfate flux into the SMTZ was determined here as the sum of \(DI-oSR\) and \(DI-AOM\) in the SMTZ (\(=0.53\) mmol S m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\)). The methane flux into the SMTZ was determined here as the difference between \(DI-AOM\) and \(DI-MP\) in the SMTZ (\(=0.39\) mol CH\(_4\) m\(^{-2}\) y\(^{-1}\)).

b. Sulfate reduction rates and remineralization processes in the sulfate zone and the SMTZ

The depth-integrated rate of sulfate reduction directly determined for the upper 40 cm of SBB sediments, 2.14 mmol S m\(^{-2}\) d\(^{-1}\) (Reimers et al. 1996), agrees very well with the depth-integrated sulfate reduction rate for this depth interval determined with the OMSN model (2.13 mol S m\(^{-2}\) y\(^{-1}\); Table 5). Dividing sulfate reduction into oSR and AOM, we see that although the vast majority of oSR occurs above 40 cm (86%), it continues on into the deeper sediments and into the SMTZ (below 105 cm), where it then co-occurs with AOM (also see Fig. 5).

As shown in Figure 1 and discussed in earlier works (Berelson et al. 2005; Harrison et al. 2009; Komada et al. 2016), sulfate profiles in SBB sediments (and other continental margin sediments) are highly linear below \(\sim 10–20\) cm down to the SMTZ. Linear sulfate profiles below this surface zone where oSR is active may occur when sulfate diffuses downward with no in situ consumption by oSR until sulfate is consumed by AOM in the SMTZ. This would imply that POC buried below this surface region is nonreactive toward degradation by oSR, and it would also suggest that there should be a 1:1 ratio between the downward
Figure 5. Left panel: Depth profiles of model-determined rates of organoclastic sulfate reduction (oSR), anaerobic oxidation of methane (AOM), and methanogenesis (MG). These rate profiles were determined using best-fit depth profiles of sulfate and methane, model-derived profiles of $G_i (i = 1 - 3)$, as shown in Figure 4, and rate expressions listed in the Table 5 notes (also see equations 2–4 in the text). The dashed lines represent the upper and lower limits of the sulfate-methane transition zone (SMTZ) as defined in Komada et al. (2016). Center panel: Depth profiles of the rates of oSR and MG from the panel on the left reexpressed as the rate of particulate organic carbon (POC) loss. Note that with the exception of the transition from oSR to MG in the SMTZ, there is a near-continuous decline in POC loss through the entire sediment column. The sharp drop-off in oSR in the SMTZ is likely due in part to competition for sulfate between oSR and AOM. In addition, the change in slope in the oSR depth profile below $\sim 20$ cm occurs because of the near-complete depletion of $G_2$ organic matter, and the fact that $G_3$ organic matter is much less reactive (see Table 4). Right panel: Depth profile of the rate of total sulfate reduction ($= oSR + AOM$) in the upper 160 cm of sediment. Note the different depth scale in this panel. Also note the high rate of sulfate reduction near sediment surface (exclusively oSR); the low, but nonzero, rates of sulfate reduction between $\sim 20$ cm and the top of the SMTZ (105 cm); and the subsequent $\sim 4$- to 5-fold increase in the rate of sulfate reduction (mostly AOM) in the SMTZ.

sulfate flux and the upward methane flux into the SMTZ, given the stoichiometry of AOM (Table 1).

However, imbalances between the downward sulfate flux and the upward methane flux into the SMTZ (i.e., sulfate-to-methane flux ratio $> 1$) imply that oSR and AOM must be occurring in the SMTZ (Berelson et al. 2005; Komada et al. 2016). This then appears to result in the following conundrum: organic matter that appears to be refractory toward oSR in a region below the sediment surface where sulfate is still abundant becomes reactive again to sulfate reduction with burial deeper in the sediments in the SMTZ, at low sulfate levels. This material then also continues to be reactive toward methanogenesis below the SMTZ. The causes of this are not well understood or explained, although it has been suggested that it may be the result of a priming effect (Canfield 1994; Bianchi 2011) in which AOM
stimulates (in some way) the oxidation of this refractory POC (by oSR) in the SMTZ (Berelson et al. 2005).

The results presented here and modeling results in Burdige and Komada (2011) provide another possible explanation for the sulfate pore-water profile. In Figure 5, we see that there are high rates of sulfate reduction (as oSR) near the sediment surface and a second peak in the sulfate reduction rate in the SMTZ (largely as AOM) with low (but nonzero) rates of oSR in the intermediate region in-between. Here, this also results in a linear sulfate profile (Fig. 1) and gives the appearance of refractory POC burial and conservative behavior of sulfate between the sediment surface and the SMTZ. Downward pore-water advection by compaction and sedimentation may also play a role in explaining these linear sulfate profiles by compensating for any slight sulfate depletion (by oSR) in this intermediate region. A decrease with depth in sulfate diffusivity because of decreasing porosity may have a similar effect on sulfate concentrations in this region (Lerman 1977; Dickens 2001).

Despite the apparent linearity of the sulfate profile, if we express the rates of oSR and methanogenesis as the rate of POC loss (based on the stoichiometry illustrated in Table 1), there is a near-continuous decline in the rate of POC loss by the two processes over the entire sediment column (Fig. 5), interrupted only in the SMTZ by the transition between oSR and methanogenesis and the occurrence of AOM (and therefore competition for sulfate between oSR and AOM). The sharp rate transition in the upper sediments (∼20 cm) is driven by the fact that the $k$ value for $G_3$ organic matter remineralization is roughly two orders of magnitude smaller than the $k$ values for the remineralization of $G_1$ and $G_2$ organic matter (Table 4).

In Table 5, we used model-derived depth-integrated rates in the SMTZ to define a quantity that is functionally equivalent to the sulfate-to-methane flux ratio into the SMTZ. Using this approach, this “flux” ratio is 1.4. Using the same data set we modeled here, Komada et al. (2016) directly estimated this ratio with diffusive fluxes derived from linear fits to the sulfate data above the SMTZ and the methane data below the SMTZ. Their ratio (∼1.7–2) is similar to, though somewhat higher, than the value estimated here. Despite these differences, both sets of results are consistent with similar results in Berelson et al. (2005) regarding the co-occurrence of oSR and AOM in the SMTZ of SBB sediments.

c. A carbon budget for SBB sediments and the significance of deep methane fluxes

In Table 6, we use our model results to calculate a carbon budget for SBB sediments. An examination of this budget indicates that there are opposing advective and diffusive fluxes for the solutes DIC, methane, and ammonium (not shown here) at the lower boundary of the sediment model domain. Over smaller sediment length scales and for lower sedimentation rates, pore-water advection and burial are generally small and can be ignored (see Section 4.a), although here they are of greater importance. For DIC, we see that downward burial at the lower boundary exceeds the upward basal diffusive flux, whereas while for methane the upward methane diffusive flux is larger than the downward burial flux.
Table 6. A reduced carbon budget for Santa Barbara Basin sediments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Value (mmol C m$^{-2}$ d$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inputs</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reactive particulate organic carbon (POC) $^a$</td>
<td>4.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upward basal diffusive methane flux ($J_{bM}$) $^b$</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upward basal diffusive dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) ($J_{bDIC}$) $^b$</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>5.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Removal</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIC benthic flux $^c$</td>
<td>4.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basal DIC burial $^d$</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basal methane burial $^e$</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authigenic carbonate precipitation ($DI-ACP$) $^f$</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>5.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ Determined as $F_{sed} \cdot (G_{1} + G_{2} + G_{3})$. Because $>99.5\%$ of all reactive POC deposited in these sediments is remineralized over the 4.6 m sediment model domain, we have neglected this small loss term in these calculations.

$^b$ From Table 4.

$^c$ Diffusive fluxes ($J$) across the sediment-water interface were calculated using Fick’s first law modified for sediments (e.g., Burdige 2006):

$$J = -\phi_{o} D_{x}^{e} \frac{dC}{dz}_{|o},$$

where $\phi_{o}$ equals 0.99 (see equation 1), and $D_{x}^{e}$ is the bulk sediment diffusion coefficient for species $x$ (Table 3). Using model results, the concentration gradient at the sediment-water interface, $dC/dz|_{o}$, is approximated as $\Delta C/\Delta z$, where $\Delta C$ is the concentration difference between the concentration value at the first model grid point and the concentration in the overlying waters (Table 3), and $\Delta z$ is the depth of the first grid point.

$^d$ The downward burial of pore-water DIC is defined as $v_{n}\phi_{o}DIC(n)$, where $DIC(n)$ is the DIC concentration at the last (basal) grid point, and the subscript $n$ indicates that these are values of the porosity and rate of pore-water advection at depth $z(n)$. The term $v_{n}\phi_{o}$ equals $W$ (see equation 8) because $\phi_{o}v_{n} = \phi_{\infty}v_{\infty} = \phi_{\infty}v_{\infty} = W$ based on equations 6.15–6.19 in Burdige (2006).

$^e$ The downward burial of pore-water methane is defined as $v_{n}\phi_{o}M(n)$, where the first two terms here are defined as described in the previous note, and $M(n)$ is the methane concentration at the last (basal) grid point.

$^f$ From Table 5.

Although the upward flux of methane is only $\sim 5\%$ of the input of reactive POC at the sediment surface (Table 6), it is close to three-quarters that of the depth-integrated rate of methane production in the model domain (Table 5). This then results in the depth-integrated rate of AOM being greater than the depth-integrated rate of methane production and suggests that this upward methane flux (which makes up the difference between AOM and in situ methanogenesis) plays an important role in the biogeochemical dynamics of the SMTZ.

Along with ACP, this additional basal source of methane contributes to the low apparent $r_{C:S}$ value in Figure 3 (also see Section 3b). Again, it is important to note here that this upward methane flux must be uncoupled from present-day organic carbon deposition and burial,
along with remineralization processes in the sediments above the lower model boundary (i.e., in situ methanogenesis), because AOM driven solely by in situ methanogenesis will not result in such apparent low $r_{C:S}$ values in property-property plots (Burdige and Komada 2011).

As discussed previously, methane derived from the decomposition of deep gas hydrates will be uncoupled from present-day organic carbon deposition and burial. However, another source of methane that may be uncoupled from modern organic carbon input is biogenic (or perhaps thermogenic) methane production hundreds of meters below the seafloor. This type of methane production is common in some outer continental margin/continental slope sediments and appears to be stimulated by increasing sediment temperatures associated with the sediment geothermal gradient (e.g., Wellsbury et al. 1997; Parkes et al. 2007; Snyder et al. 2007; Burdige 2011).

Attempts to differentiate between these different methane sources are, however, equivocal based on the model-derived basal fluxes of methane ($J_{lbM}$), DIC ($J_{lbDIC}$), and ammonium ($J_{lbA}$). The ratio of the basal methane flux to the DIC flux ($J_{lbM}/J_{lbDIC} \approx 4.5$; see Table 4) would argue against the predominance of a deep biogenic source because such a deep source should result in a flux ratio close to 1, based on the stoichiometry of methanogenesis in Table 1. Although methane derived from a decomposing hydrate source is expected to have little accompanying DIC (see discussions in Burdige and Komada 2013), an upward flux of thermogenic methane not associated with a currently decomposing hydrate is also expected to have little accompanying DIC (Snyder et al. 2007). However, the nonzero value of the upward ammonium flux ($J_{lbA}$) argues against thermogenic methane production because at the temperatures of thermogenic methane production, ammonium is unstable and reacts with CO$_2$ to form methane and N$_2$ (Zhu, Shi, and Fang 2000). Little ammonium is also expected to accompany a methane flux from a decomposing deep hydrate (Burdige and Komada 2013). However, if we assume that the methane, DIC, and ammonium fluxes are initially the result of a deep biogenic source, and that the low DIC flux is the result of some accompanying deep uptake process, the total carbon remineralized by such a deep biogenic source should be roughly two times the upward methane flux ($\sim 2J_{lbM}$). This then further suggests that the C:N ratio of the organic matter being remineralized at depth by this high-temperature methanogenesis could be $\sim 2J_{lbM}/J_{lbA} = 7.8$, which does not appear to be an unreasonable value. More work will be needed to further explore the sources of this deep methane flux, and ongoing modeling studies of carbon isotopes ($^{13}$C and $^{14}$C) in pore-water DIC and methane may shed light on this problem.

6. Conclusion

A modified RT model for anoxic marine sediments is described here and applied to data from sediment cores in SBB to a maximum sediment depth of 4.6 m. The major conclusions of the model results are:
1. Model fits are quite good and yield results (rate constants, depth-integrated rates of sulfate reduction) that agree with previous studies of SBB and other continental margin sediments.

2. Model-derived values of reactive organic carbon (i.e., $\sum G_m = G_1 + G_2 + G_3$) agree very well with measured POC values in SBB sediments if we assume that $\sim 2.7 \text{ wt\% C}$ of the measured bulk POC in the sediments is nonmetabolizable.

3. Model results suggest that authigenic carbonate precipitation is not centered around the SMTZ but occurs at much shallower depths in the sediments and over a relatively broad sediment depth range.

4. The model-determined, depth-integrated rate of sulfate reduction (upper 40 cm) agrees extremely well with the directly determined value. Although the vast majority of oSR in model results occurs above 40 cm, oSR continues on into the deeper sediments and into the SMTZ, where it co-occurs with AOM. This co-occurrence of oSR and AOM is consistent with observations in the literature that the ratio of the downward sulfate flux and the upward methane flux into the SMTZ of SBB sediments is greater than 1.

5. The observed linear sulfate profile from just below the sediment surface to the SMTZ suggests the occurrence of conservative sulfate behavior and refractory POC burial in this region of the sediments. However, model results based on a fit to the sulfate data suggest that such linear profiles may also occur when high rates of sulfate reduction (as oSR) occur near the sediment surface and in the SMTZ (largely as AOM) with low, but nonzero, rates of oSR in-between. Linearity in the sulfate profile may also be related to the occurrence of downward pore-water advection by compaction and sedimentation, as well as a decrease with depth in sulfate diffusivity because of decreasing porosity.

6. The depth distribution of model-determined rates of oSR and methanogenesis results in a rate of POC loss that declines near-continuously in a logarithmic fashion over the entire sediment column.

7. The results presented here provide additional evidence for the fact that low apparent values of $r_{C:S}$ (based on a sulfate: DIC property-property plot) require an upward methane flux that is not directly coupled to present-day organic carbon deposition and burial and in situ methanogenesis. These methane sources may include deeply buried decomposing gas hydrates, which are common in many continental margin settings, or perhaps biogenic (or thermogenic) methane production hundreds of meters below the seafloor, stimulated by increasing sediment temperatures associated with the sediment geothermal gradient.
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APPENDIX

a. Inhibition of methanogenesis when sulfate is present

A number of different empirical approaches have been used in models like the organic matter/methane/sulfate/ammonium (OMSN) model to inhibit the occurrence of less efficient (i.e., lower free energy yield) remineralization processes when more efficient (higher free energy yielding) electron acceptors are present. Here, specifically, this involves the inhibition of methanogenesis when sulfate is present above some threshold concentration. In past efforts (e.g., Burdige and Komada 2013) and in early work with the OMSN model, we used a function that equals 0 when sulfate concentrations are above a threshold concentration (∼10⁻³ mM) and rapidly goes to 1 below this concentration. With this function, there is effectively no overlap between anaerobic oxidation of methane (AOM) and methane production (MP) (or between AOM and organoclastic sulfate reduction [oSR], for that matter). However, in the work described here and in modeling δ₁³CDIC and δ₁³CCH₄ profiles (D.J. Burdige, T. Komada, C. Magen, J.P. Chanton, unpublished), we observed that we were able to better fit the data by relaxing the requirement of a strict separation between sulfate reduction (i.e., AOM) and methanogenesis. This observation is also consistent with other studies, which have argued that the co-occurrence of AOM and methanogenesis in the sulfate-methane transition zone is a likely explanation for the extreme ¹³C-depletion of methane found in this region of the sediments (e.g., Borowski, Paull, and Ussler 1997; Pohlman et al. 2008). Therefore, in this model, we defined fₛ using this form of the complementary error function described previously in a similar model of coastal marine sediments (Martens, Albert, and Alperin 1998):

\[
fₚ = \frac{0.5}{\sqrt{\pi}} \int_{S}^{\infty} e^{-\left(\xi - S^* \right)^2 / K_{in}} d\xi \approx \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } S < S^* \\ 0 & \text{if } S > S^* \end{cases}, \tag{A1} \]

where \( K_{in} \) controls the steepness of the transition of \( fₛ \) from 0 to 1 that occurs around \( S^* \) (see, e.g., a plot in Martens, Albert, and Alperin 1998). Values for both \( K_{in} \) and \( S^* \) were obtained during the fitting of pore-water data to the OMSN model (see Section 4c). Note that this approach can also lead to a strict separation between MP and AOM and oSR for a value of \( S^* \) that is close to zero.

b. Derivation of the pore-water ammonium equation to account for reversible adsorption

In sediments where pore-water advection driven by burial and compaction cannot be (or is not) ignored, inclusion of reversible ammonium adsorption in reaction-transport equations
is a bit more complex than has been previously discussed (e.g., Berner 1976). If we make the common assumption that ammonium adsorption is rapid and reversible (i.e., at local equilibrium), then \( \bar{A} \), the concentration of adsorbed ammonium (in units of, e.g., mmol g dwt\(^{-1} \)), equals \( K^*A \), where \( K^* \) is the equilibrium adsorption coefficient, and the RT equation for pore-water ammonium can be written as follows (Berner 1976; Boudreau 1997):

\[
\frac{\partial A}{\partial t} = \frac{1}{\varphi} \frac{\partial}{\partial z} \left( \varphi D_s \frac{\partial A}{\partial z} \right) - \frac{1}{\varphi} \frac{\partial}{\partial z} (\varphi_v A) + R_{prdn} + R_{ads},
\]

(A2)

where for now the mathematical formulation of the ammonium production rate \( R_{prdn} \) is unspecified, as is the kinetics of reversible ammonium adsorption from the pore waters \( (R_{ads}). \) The reaction-transport equation for adsorbed ammonium is then written as

\[
\frac{\partial \bar{A}}{\partial t} = -\frac{1}{(1-\varphi)} \frac{\partial}{\partial z} \left( \omega(1-\varphi)\bar{A} \right) + \bar{R}_{ads},
\]

(A3)

where \( \bar{R}_{ads} \) is the rate of reversible ammonium adsorption from the solids. In an analogous fashion to \( \Im \), we first define \( F_1 \) as \( \left(1 - \frac{\varphi}{\varphi_\infty}\right) \cdot 10^3 \cdot \rho_{ds} \), and to rearrange equation (A2) into a more tractable form for solving it, we multiply equation (A2) by \( F_1 \) and add it to equation (A2).

With this, the time derivatives on the left side of this modified form of equation (A2) become

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} (A + F_1 \bar{A}) = \frac{\partial}{\partial t} (A + F_1 K^* A) = (1 + K) \frac{\partial A}{\partial t}.
\]

(A4)

where \( K \), the dimensionless adsorption coefficient, equals \( F_1 K^* \) (Burdige 2006). Because we have assumed that adsorption is at local equilibrium, we do not have to specify the kinetic expressions for \( R_{ads} \) and \( \bar{R}_{ads} \), but can simply recognize that \( R_{ads} = -F_1 \cdot \bar{R}_{ads} \) (Berner 1976; Boudreau 1997). With this, the right side of this addition of equations (A2) and (A3) yields

\[
(1 + K) \frac{\partial A}{\partial t} = \frac{1}{\varphi} \frac{\partial}{\partial z} \left( \varphi D_s \frac{\partial A}{\partial z} \right) - \frac{1}{\varphi} \frac{\partial}{\partial z} (\varphi_v A) - \frac{F_1}{1 - \varphi} \frac{\partial}{\partial z} (\omega(1 - \varphi)\bar{A}) + R_{prdn}
\]

\[= \frac{1}{\varphi} \frac{\partial}{\partial z} \left( \varphi D_s \frac{\partial A}{\partial z} \right) - \frac{1}{\varphi} \frac{\partial}{\partial z} (\varphi_v A) - \frac{K}{1 - \varphi} \frac{\partial}{\partial z} (\omega(1 - \varphi)A) + R_{prdn}. \]

(A5)

Based on equations (7) and (8) in the text, the two “advective” terms here can be simplified as

\[
(1 + K) \frac{\partial A}{\partial t} = \frac{1}{\varphi} \frac{\partial}{\partial z} \left( \varphi D_s \frac{\partial A}{\partial z} \right) - \frac{W}{\varphi} \frac{\partial A}{\partial z} - \frac{KW(1 - \varphi_\infty)}{(1 - \varphi)\varphi_\infty} \frac{\partial A}{\partial z} + R_{prdn},
\]

(A6)

and this equation can be finally simplified to

\[
\frac{\partial A}{\partial t} = \frac{1}{(1 + K)} \frac{\partial}{\partial z} \left( \varphi D_s \frac{\partial A}{\partial z} \right) - \frac{W}{\varphi} \left( \frac{1 + \frac{K(1 - \varphi_\infty)}{\varphi_\infty(1 - \varphi)}}{1 + K} \right) \frac{\partial A}{\partial z} + \frac{1}{(1 + K)} R_{prdn}.
\]

(A7)
Although equation (A7) appears rather complex, it is now in a form that can be incorporated into, and solved, in the OMSN model.

As a check on this solution, we note that when \( K = 0 \), the second (advective) term on the right side of equation (A7) simplifies to \( \frac{W}{\bar{\psi}} \frac{\partial A}{\partial z} \) as in equation (7) in the main text. Finally, when \( K \neq 0 \), if we assume constant porosity and steady-state conditions, the second (advective) term on the right side of equation (A7) again simplifies to \( \frac{W}{\bar{\psi}} \frac{\partial A}{\partial z} \), but here \( \frac{W}{\bar{\psi}} \) simply equals \( \omega \), and the steady-state version of equation (A7) can be rewritten as

\[
0 = \frac{D_s}{1 + K} \frac{\partial^2 A}{\partial z^2} - \frac{\omega}{1 + K} \frac{\partial A}{\partial z} + \frac{1}{1 + K} R_{prdn},
\]

which is the more commonly presented version of the RT equation including reversible adsorption (e.g., Berner 1976).

Finally, in using equation (A7) in the OMSN model (Section 4c) the equation for the kinetics of ammonium production is given by,

\[
R_{prdn} = \sum_{i=1}^{3} \left[ \frac{3k_i(1/r_{CNI})G_iS}{K_m + S} + f_S\bar{k}_i(1/r_{CNI})G_i \right],
\]

which represents ammonium regeneration associated with oSR and methanogenesis for each organic matter fraction, assuming that each fraction has a distinct carbon-to-nitrogen ratio, or \( r_{CNI} \).
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